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Great marketing advice for
people too scared to start their
own business

Sponsorship is more than just a
badge on a Springbok jersey
CHRIS MOERDYK

BY: CHRIS MOERDYK | 22 JUL 2015 15:07

Forget words, consumers like
pictures

At last I have found a marketing book written specifically for
wouldbe entrepreneurs and all those people who really want
to start their own businesses but are just too terrified to take
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ARTICLES

CNN's unintended irritating
consequences
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the plunge.

CHRIS MOERDYK
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I have just finished reading The New Entrepreneur by a very

Spreading the word for nearly three
years

savvy marketer called Shirley Anthony and I have to say she hits the nail right on the
head. And leading industry lights such as Andy Rice and Reg Lascaris agree with me,
so you are not just getting a onesided view.

Media and ad industries need a dose
of Epsom Salts

The internet today is full of marketing advice. But, it's

CHRIS MOERDYK

mostly academic and the majority of case histories involve
South African retailers are missing
massive profit opportunities

big and medium sized brands, with very little written for
those oneman businesses or little companies that really
don't have extra money around to plough into massive

MORE ARTICLES SUBMIT NEWS

advertising campaigns.
Right up front Shirley talks about her own experience.

TOP STORIES

Getting tired of the corporate world and then going out on

[21 Icons Season 3] AthiPatra Ruga

her own with butterflies in her stomach and all the usual
nagging doubts. Then she gets offered a job back in the
corperate world and abandons her new little business.

[Biz Takeouts Lineup] 148: A new
chapter at Adidas with Sport15
'Create Your Own Game'

Predictably, she found that her new corporate job wasn't what it was cracked up to be
and so she quit and set sail on her singlehanded voyage into the sea of her own
show.

[Behind the Selfie] with... Andre
Fourie

It is not often that successful people so candidly demonstrate their own vacillation and

LEIGH ANDREWS

to put it mildly, cockups. It is this that makes Shirley Anthony worth listening to. A point
RADIO SHOWS

CONTACT

MANUFACTURING

she makes early on is to emphasise that there is a certain something every human
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being needs to have before going into business on their own. It is quite simple.
"An entrepreneur needs to be emotionally prepared, single minded and 100 per cent

BUSINESS

committed before embarking on a new business venture." I can certainly vouch for that

LinkedIn is the new business card

having run my own marketing business for almost 20 years now.

LEIGH ANDREWS

And as Shirley says, one has to work hard to withstand the temptation to head back
into the safety and security of a job in the corporate world. It's very much a case of the

Choosing your business' fiscal year

grass is always looking greener on the other side, but anyone who has run their own

SOPHIE BAKER

business even for a few years, will agree that in spite of the battles, doubts, ups and
downs, the grass in the corporate sector is, by comparison, not only dry and colourless
but often fairly toxic as well.
This book offers solid marketing advice. Nowhere is there any silver bullet solution or
magic.
It's all pragmatic such as "there is no substitute for tenacity in winning new clients."
And my favourite  the place where all marketing strategy should start... "word of mind
is a powerful marketing tool."
Go and have a look at www.marbreak.co.za/thenewentrepreneur for details.
And when you buy the book you can scan the barcode on the back cover to get a free
downloadable copy. Clever.

Tips for saving on your mobile bill
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Bizcommunity has over 400 industry contributors and we
always welcome further contributions and contributors.
SUBMIT NEWS

Well done Shirley Anthony  I very rarely use this column to promote books, but in this
case it really will be a source of comfort, I am sure, for all those who want to start their
own business but are just too sh*tscared to give it a go.
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ABOUT CHRIS MOERDYK
Apart from being a corporate marketing analyst, advisor and
media commentator, Chris Moerdyk is a former chairman of
Bizcommunity. He was head of strategic planning and public
affairs for BMW South Africa and spent 16 years in the creative
and client service departments of ad agencies, ending up as
resident director of Lindsay SmithersFCB in KwaZuluNatal.
Email Chris on cmoerdyk@mweb.co.za and follow him on Twitter
at @chrismoerdyk.
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21 powerful tips for maximising lead
generation
It's not always easy to get the right kind of leads for your
business, particularly when it comes to B2B marketing. But the
potential for new business is worth the effort that it takes  and
sometimes the effort isn't all that much...
BY ADIV MAIMON 9 SEP 2015 14:22

Kidz2Kidz Peace Festival in Greenpoint at
month end
The Kidz2Kidz Trust will host a Peace Festival on Sunday 27
September 2015 at the Crusaders Memorial Sport Club, Green
Point, Cape Town from 10am to 3pm...
9 SEP 2015 14:12

[Behind the Selfie] with... Andre Fourie
This week, we find out what's really going on behind the selfie
with Andre Fourie, Strategic Communications Director at
marcusbrewster...
BY LEIGH ANDREWS 9 SEP 2015 14:00

Sponsors ensure successful IPRA Congress
in South Africa
The 2015 International Public Relations Association (IPRA) World
Congress, in partnership with PRISA, takes place 2729
September 2015 at the Sandton Convention Centre. IPRA has
announced the 2015 sponsors...
9 SEP 2015 13:21

[21 Icons Season 3] AthiPatra Ruga

Ruga was selected for 21 ICONS South Africa Season III to
honour his art forms that represent a counter proposal to ideas of
nationhood and belonging...
9 SEP 2015 13:04

The newbie strategy
Having recently changed career path, I find myself in a
challenging space that can be incredibly frustrating, and ranked
among the highest stressors in a person's life...
BY JANE STEVENSON 9 SEP 2015 10:14

[Biz Takeouts Lineup] 148: A new chapter at
Adidas with Sport15 'Create Your Own Game'
Tune in to the Biz Takeouts Marketing & Media radio show on 10
September 2015, from 910am, as show host Warren Harding
chats to Bradley Stern...
9 SEP 2015 08:11

Three simple steps to create words that win
The average person speaks over 15,000 words a day. But how
much of what we hear (or read) do we remember? And are your
words making an impact, or are they getting lost in all the 21st
century noise?
BY EUGENE YIGA 9 SEP 2015 06:14

SA filmmakers upbeat about Canadian festival
South African filmmakers, departing for Canada to attend the
Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), are upbeat about the
opportunity of marketing their projects to the international
market...
8 SEP 2015 15:04

Global Goals Campaign hopes to reach seven
billion people in seven days
Set to engage the global cinema audience with the
announcement of Global Goals to end poverty, injustice and
climate change, the #WEHAVEAPLAN campaign will utilise the
power of cinema to reach 'seven billion people in seven days'...
8 SEP 2015 14:32

Hipster Barbie shows us that 'plastic is not
fantastic' on social media
I had a laugh at Gareth Cliff's Facebook post this week about
Instagram's #socalitybarbie. This clever, brunette doll takes the
mickey out of our social media community about living
authentically...
BY ADAM HUNTER 8 SEP 2015 14:14

Folding box board is changed forever
Sappi Speciality Papers have announced the introduction of
'Atelier', a new concept in folding box board (FBB) that broadens
Sappi's offering in both width and depth of virgincoated fibre
boards for the packaging market...
BY DRIES BADENHORST 8 SEP 2015 14:00

[Orchids & Onions] Casting net in the right
place
The last time I had occasion to comment on the marketing efforts
of Sea Harvest, it was to point out that it and its advertising
agency had committed the cardinal marketing sin of producing
work that in effect promoted its competitor...
BY BRENDAN SEERY 8 SEP 2015 14:00

Special tech startup secrets: social media
and gamification FTW!
Looking for an example of something game changing for the
realm of ecommerce in Africa? Look no further than the iPay
Payment Solution, an innovative tech business. CEO Thomas
Pays talks us through the importance of selfbelief and slight
insanity when launching any business...
BY LEIGH ANDREWS 8 SEP 2015 12:00

ARDI finds promising new markets for global

retailers
AT Kearney's 2015 African Retail Development Index (ARDI)
reconfirms the potential of many nations throughout Africa. Not
just oftdiscussed markets like Nigeria and Ghana, but also small,
dynamic markets such as...
8 SEP 2015 11:30

News24 to shut down its comments section
NEWSWATCH: News24 announced today that it will be closing
down its comments section on Friday, 11 September...
8 SEP 2015 10:10

Seven tips to help your brand dominate
Instagram
Instagram is one of the most popular social media platforms
nowadays. In fact, more than 16 billion photos have been shared
on this platform till date wherein, there's an average of 70
million photos being uploaded every day...
BY CHARLES MBURUGU 8 SEP 2015 10:01

Importance of CEO succession planning
A recent Amrop survey indicates that concerns around issues of
succession are increasingly on the agenda of businesses around
the globe  from South Africa to South America...
8 SEP 2015 07:56

Calling creatives for Cape Town Carnival
Now in its seventh year, the Cape Town Carnival is taking place
on Saturday, 12 March 2016, and its organisers are encouraging
the public to volunteer or participate to bring the next carnival to
life...
8 SEP 2015 07:46

Celebrate World Literacy Day today with
Twitter
Book club members can celebrate World Literacy Day, today 8
September, by turning to Twitter to fuel their book devotion...
8 SEP 2015 07:28

Pfizer Mental Health Journalism Awards open
for entries
The 2015/2016 Pfizer Mental Health Journalism Awards are open
for entries to help inform, educate and break down the stigma
around mental health. Once again, three awards of R25,000 are
being offered to print, online or electronic media...
8 SEP 2015 07:25

Entry deadline for 2015 Arts Journalist Awards
extended
Arts writers, broadcasters or photographers in traditional media or
publishing online have until Friday, 11 September 2015 to enter
the third annual South African Arts Journalist of the Year Awards
(SAAJAs)...
8 SEP 2015 07:18

Your consumer is better educated now, and
expects more from life
It was banned by the National Party in 1980. It was the number
one song on the UK, USA and other hit parades in 1979. It was
the ANC Youth League's battle song. It is remembered as "We
don't need no education"...
BY ERIK DU PLESSIS AND NEIL HIGGS 8 SEP 2015 06:00

HarleyDavidson Africa supports breast
cancer awareness
HarleyDavidson Africa calls on South Africa to join the 2015
Fearless cause, which aims to raise awareness and funds in aid
of Breast Cancer...
7 SEP 2015 15:27

Using all the pieces of the puzzle
In the marketing/advertising industry, we are great at creating

new words, names and abbreviations. It is hard to keep up with
the jargon! Mostly it is simply renaming something, or breaking a
term or function up into smaller parts...
BY ROLF AKERMANN 7 SEP 2015 13:05

Blooming good business sense with SA
Florist
Nicholas Wallander and Fraser Black are founders of SA Florist,
the successful startup that recently wowed crowds at
Tech4Africa with their Dragons' Den South Africa success story...
BY LEIGH ANDREWS 7 SEP 2015 12:00

Jumpstart your brand
So you have a business idea, capital, resources and
infrastructure. Now what? New businesses are started every
month. Many will struggle during the first few years  and half will
fail...
BY TAMSYN KIDDLE 7 SEP 2015 11:11

BlackBerry acquires Good Technology for
$425m
To expand its leadership in secure crossplatform mobility
management, BlackBerry is to acquire Good Technology for
$425m in cash...
7 SEP 2015 10:44

In an economic crunch, the client is king
I remember a time when agency was king. We had the
prerogative to determine our fees and to dictate our work to the
consumer. In these times, the most adventurous and daring work
came to light...
BY TAKUDZWA MADZIKANDA 7 SEP 2015 08:09

Facebook announces updates to Conversion
Lift measurement tool
Having launched Conversion Lift, a measurement tool for
Facebook advertising that helps marketers understand the
additional business its ads can drive...
7 SEP 2015 07:57
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